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While the era of private spaceflight is coming, it is getting urgent to have common understanding about the existing space legal systems, i.e., the Applicability of the Liability Convention (ALC) in handling with damage which might occur during space tourism. The applicability of the relevant articles about absolute liability, fault liability, and claimant State is systematically analyzed. The paper in turn analyzes the ALC in the situation of the participants suffering damage and in that of the participants causing damage, as a dichotomy methodology. The LC applies to a private spaceflight participant when they suffer damage on board during the spaceflight. As to the eligible claimant State, in the absence of the nationality State, the registry State, or the owner State of the space object may present the claim instead. If damage to the foreign participants on board happened on the surface of the earth, the nationality State of the participant could present claim to the launching State to protect its national’s interests under general international law rather than under LC. If the damage happens to the foreign participants on board happened elsewhere than on the surface of the earth, Article III of the LC could only apply in limited situations. Only when a spacecraft for private spaceflight of/registered by one State is carried by the launching vehicle of another State, Article III applies. The best solution in such colaunching situation is to settle down the rights, obligations, and liabilities specifically in a binding international agreement between the launching States. The absolute liability should apply when a space object causes damage to a spaceship carried on by an aircraft before it separates from each other. After the separation, fault-based liability applies to the damage happening to spaceship. The registry State of a space object should be responsible for participating thereof who caused damage to the space object of a third-party State. The LC then applies when the damage is caused by the fault of the participant. If the spaceship is not registered, the launching State shall be responsible for the participants involved its “national activities,” no matter if the participant is its nationals or foreigners and the damage caused by them based on their fault, while the nationality State is not supposed to be responsible for its nationals in such case. At last, issuing a space visa to the participant of private spaceflight could be taken as a compliment measure for the State to implement its authorization obligation as to its national space activities, which could bring more legal certainties when defining the fault attribution.

1. Introduction

1.1. Space Tourism and Private Spaceflight. In international law, there is no definition for private spaceflight. The commentators have suggested different definitions for private space flights or space tourism. One of the most widely accepted definitions of the term “space tourism” is “any commercial activity that offers customers direct or indirect experience with space travel” [1]. Such activities have many different designs, ranging from long-term stays in orbital facilities to short-term orbital or suborbital flights, and even parabolic flights in an aircraft exposing passengers to short periods of weightlessness [2].

“Private human spaceflight should be defined as “flights of humans intended to enter outer space (a) at their own expense or that of another private person or private entity, (b) conducted by private entities, or (c) both” [3]. The private spaceflight in this paper shares the same range with “space tourism” defined above. From the perspective of connotation, there are no substantive differences between them. In addition, it is not limited to spaceflight “conducted by private entities” only. It could also be conducted by a government or a stated-owned corporation. Moreover, from a forward-looking perspective, the purpose of a private spaceflight in the future might be just as one kind of transportation rather than enjoying the tour per se.
Therefore, as some commentator expresses it: “private spaceflight is the more precise and more helpful term for the purpose of legal analysis” [4]. It should be mentioned that “private spaceflight” in this paper has no intention to distinguish orbital flight and suborbital flight, which is as “a flight up to a very high altitude which does not involve sending the vehicle into orbit” [5]. Subsequently, the definition and delimitation of air and outer space are not within the scope of this discussion. There is no internationally accepted or uniform understanding of where outer space begins. Its delimitation from airspace is contested [6].

The paper is aimed at seeking for as many solutions and certainties as we can find from the existing international space legal regime, especially in space treaties.

1.2. Liability in International Space Law and National Law as to Private Spaceflight. Liability is a critical one among all legal issues about private spaceflight. The liability regime, in particular, has a significant impact on the viability of the space tourism industry and its ability to manage cost and risk as it grows into maturity [7]. Matters of liability are of major interest to operators of space tourism activities who need to assess their potential financial risk [8].

There are many researches on the legal regimes at national law level [9]. As to liability, several industry observers have concluded that limits on liability are a requirement if the space tourism industry is to flourish [10]. By comparison, there is less research focusing on the liability issue in international space law [11].

This paper focuses on the analysis of the liability regime in the 1972 Liability Convention [12], in particular to examine its applicability to private spaceflight. Specifically, the applicability of the articles about absolute liability, fault liability, and claimant State is systematically and deeply analyzed. The paper in turn analyzes the applicability of the Liability Convention in the situation of the participants suffering damage and in that of the participants causing damage, as a dichotomy methodology.

2. The Applicability of the Liability Convention to the Private Spaceflight when the Participant Suffers Damage

It is unclear whether the Liability Convention can apply to passengers of a space object [13]. Further, the prerequisite question to be answered is whether the Liability Convention applies to a private spaceflight participant, respectively, to nationals and foreigners.

It is interesting to refer back to the U.S. legislation, which also introduces, as we have seen, the notion of “space flight participant.” The term is defined as “an individual, who is not crew, carried within a launch vehicle or reentry vehicle” [14].

2.1. The Applicability to a Foreign Participant as Victims. Article VII of the Liability Convention makes it clear that the Liability Convention does not apply to damage caused by a space object of a launching state to nationals of that same state [15]. Besides, whether it applies to “foreigners” should be discussed.

Pursued to Article VII, the Liability Convention is not applicable to “foreign nationals during such time as they are participating in the operation of that space object from the time of its launching or at any stage thereafter until its descent, or during such time as they are in the immediate vicinity of a planned launching or recovery area as the result of an invitation by that launching State” [16].

Therefore, it does not apply to foreign nationals when they are invited to observe the launching or landing. But literally, it does not exclude the applicability to foreign space tourists. Moreover, Article VIII of the Liability Convention indicates that the foreign space tourists’ State of nationality is vested with the right of claim for compensation representing its nationals under this Convention. It stipulates that a “State which suffers damage, or whose natural or juridical persons suffer damage, may present to a launching State a claim for compensation for such damage” [17].

Even so, the occasions in which a nationality State could represent its victims for a compensation to a launching State are limited by the Liability Convention. The Liability Convention should be examined integrally regarding its applicability to foreign space tourists.

2.2. The Applicability to a Claimant State, Absolute, and Fault Liability. The key question to be discuss in this part is which State is entitled to claim for the compensation representing the victims. Art. VIII of the Liability Convention stipulates that

(1) a State which suffers damage, or whose natural or juridical persons suffer damage, may present to a launching State a claim for compensation for such damage

(2) if the State of nationality has not presented a claim, another State may, in respect of damage sustained in its territory by any natural or juridical person, present a claim to a launching State

(3) if neither the State of nationality nor the State in whose territory the damage was sustained has presented a claim or notified its intention of presenting a claim, another State may, in respect of damage sustained by its permanent residents, present a claim to a launching State [18]

Article VIII of the Liability Convention offers three approaches, whereby victim(s) of space damage may rely on particular legal or factual links to a State [19]. It sets up the eligibility of claimant State, which are, respectively, national State, terrestrial State, and residential State [20].

These occasions could be envisaged basing on Articles I, II, and III of the Liability Convention. Article I (a) sets up the scope of “damage”: “The term ‘damage’ means loss of life, personal injury or other impairment of health; or loss of or damage to property of States or of persons, natural or
juridical, or property of international intergovernmental organizations.” Articles II and III, respectively, stipulate absolute liability and fault-based liability.

“...A launching State shall be absolutely liable to pay compensation for damage caused by its space object on the surface of the earth or to aircraft in flight” [21]. “In the event of damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the earth to a space object of one launching State or to persons or property on board such a space object by a space object of another launching State, the latter shall be liable only if the damage is due to its fault or the fault of persons for whom it is responsible” [22].

In respect of the above articles, these occasions regarding the applicability of them to a foreign space tourist could be examined in hypothetical cases.

2.2.1. Damage Caused by a Third-Party State. State A refers to a launching State which provides a private spaceflight service, State B refers to the State of nationality of the private spaceflight participant, and State C refers to another launching State whose space object causes damage to the participant in any stage of the flight. Taking the participant (foreign tourist) as the main clue, it could be analyzed in the following categories (“Apply” refers to the Liability Convention applying in the listed situation; “Not Apply” refers to the contrary):

(1) “Apply”: Damage Happens Elsewhere Than on the Surface of the Earth Caused by the Space Object of the Third Party. (A) State of Nationality. Assume that the space object of C causes damage to the spaceship of A and the foreign participates on board elsewhere than on the surface of the earth. Based on Articles III and VIII, the Liability Convention applies and State B may claim against C for compensation as the national State of the participant.

In this case, another question is whether State A, the launching service provider, could represent the victim to against to the launching State C? The answer might be different under another paragraph of Article VIII of the Liability Convention.

Paragraph 2 of Article VIII also addresses the right of the State sustaining damage to present a claim for the victims in certain circumstances. “If the State of nationality has not presented a claim, another State may, in respect of damage sustained in its territory by any natural or juridical person, present a claim to a launching State” [23]. In its second paragraph, Article VIII thereafter stipulates that a state other than that of the claimant’s nationality may present a claim to a launching state. In this case, damage must have taken place in the latter’s territory and the damage must have occurred to any natural or juridical person [24].

(B) Registry State in the Second Paragraph of Article VIII. Suppose the State of nationality B does not present the claim for its nationals, then the logical precondition for State A to present the claim is that the spacecraft launched by it should be proved to be in its territory.

It is hard to claim that a space object is in the territory of its launching State, even if it is already on its registry. Some commentators deem a space object as quasiterritory. “In between territorial jurisdiction and personal jurisdiction stands quasi-territorial jurisdiction. This is the sum total of the powers of state in respect of ships, aircraft and spacecraft (to the extent to which they are also granted legal personality) having its nationality or registration. Quasi-territorial jurisdiction differs from personal jurisdiction in that it extends not only to the craft in question but also to all persons and things on board, including the activities of such persons, whether on board the craft or elsewhere” [25]. Even if the spacecraft is the quasiterritory of launching State A, it still could not exactly match up with “territory” requirements. Thus, State A could not present a claim to C pursuant to the second paragraph of Article VIII.

(C) Registry State in the First Paragraph of Article VIII. However, State A might be granted the eligibility of claimant State pursuant to the first paragraph of Article VIII. The first paragraph of Article VIII addresses the general principle according to which a State may present a claim to a launching State for compensation on either of two occurrences [26]. “A State which suffers damage, or whose natural or juridical persons suffer damage, may present to a launching State a claim for compensation for such damage” [27].

The crux is how to interpret the genitive “whose.” “It makes no direct reference to the status of a victim’s nationality, the use of the genitive ‘whose’ confirms that the Article VIII refers to those with whom the State has established legal relations, particularly through nationality under domestic law. Normally, the State presents the claim is likely to be the State of nationality” [28]. It also indicates there might be other legal relations that could fit in the implication of “whose,” for instance, the registry of the space object.

Registry stands for the jurisdiction and control over the space object registered and personnel thereof, according to Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty. “A State Party to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object, and over any personnel thereof, while in outer space or on a celestial body” [29]. The “jurisdiction and control” undoubtedly established a genuine link between the registry State and the participant, which should also satisfy the “whose” formulation. Therefore, State A may present claim to State C as a registry State as well.

(D) Owner State of the Space Object. If the spaceship is not registered due to all kinds of reasons, then the qualification of a claimant State of A would be in question. If State A is the owner State of the spacecraft, then there are still legal reasons supporting to grant it claimant State title, according to Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty. “...Ownership of objects launched into outer space, including objects landed or constructed on a celestial body, and of their component parts, is not affected by their presence in outer space or on a celestial body or by their return to the Earth...” [30].
Likewise, ownership builds up legal relations between State A and the participant on board. However, the support from "ownership" is not as strong as "jurisdiction and control," since international space law only grants the right of jurisdiction and control to a registry State. In this case, whether an owner State of the spacecraft could present a claim under paragraph 1 of Article VIII of the Liability Convention is uncertain.

Considering the "victim-oriented principle" enshrined in the Liability Convention, the owner State should also be granted the title of claimant State under paragraph 1 of Article VIII, in that it could offer more opportunities to the victims to fulfill their claims.

Therefore, States A and B could both become the victim's diplomatic representative in its claim for compensation under the Liability Convention and the Convention may be applied in this hypothetical case.

It should be noted that most likely in practice, the owner of the spacecraft will be a private sector company rather than a State to provide private spaceflight service. If so, the links between the launching State and the participant become less tight and significant. The launching or relevant license could only prove the tight connections between a State and a private sector company, rather than to both parties of the private spaceflight contract. In this case, it is not proper to grant a license launching State the eligibility of claimant State based on the legal scope of "whose" in paragraph 1 of Article VIII of the Liability Convention, let alone any other links less tight as a license.

Nevertheless, the idea of "space visa" [31] should be examined as to define the extent of links between the spaceflight service provider State, which grants the space visa, and the participant who is granted the visa. This kind of space visa will establish certain legal authorization relations directly between the State and the participant. Therefore, the State who grants the space visa to the spaceflight participant may be qualified to present a claim for the injured or dead participant under paragraph 1 of Article VIII as well.

(A) The Applicability of Article II. “A launching State shall be absolutely liable to pay compensation for damage caused by its space object on the surface of the earth or to aircraft in flight” [32]. The crux is that whether the real intention of Article II of the Convention also covers damage caused by a space object before it is launched into outer space. To protect the people and property on the space object which still stands on the launching site was not the concern of the Legal Subcommittee during the negotiation of drafting the Liability Convention. “Three concerns were prevalent in the Legal Subcommittee sessions: firstly, the ‘dimensional’ aspect of the Convention as to what was encompassed by the concept of damage on Earth; secondly, the nature of damage to be covered by the Convention, and finally, which legal and natural persons or interests were to be protected by the Convention’s provisions” [33].

Besides, most likely, the original intention of Article II is to protect the people and property of nonspacefaring countries from damage caused by the space objects of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. “Absolute liability would impose greater duties on spacefaring States - there were only two major space powers at that time-and provide protection for the non-spacefaring countries which to a large extent included the developing States” [34].

If the provision is interpreted “in the light of its object and purpose” [35], the national State of the participant could not present a claim to the launching State, in that Article II does not apply. And as stated above, Article VIII should be examined together with the previous articles when defining its applicability.

However, under general international law, the State of nationality could present a claim to the launching State to protect its national’s interests. “Under general international law, a state may present claims against another in respect of damage suffered by itself or its nationals, but not damage suffered by nationals of another state or by stateless persons” [36].

(B) To Define “Launching State”. Besides, whether the “launching State” could be defined as a launching State is not certain either. In the above hypothetical case, it could be deemed as a failed launching. “From the early phrase of the negotiation, there was agreement that neither a successful launch nor use of the space object launched in outer space should be pre-requisites to liability” [37]. Article I (b) states that "the term ‘launching’ includes attempted launching." Therefore, it should be deemed as a launching State even though it conducted a failed launching during the static firing or any other attempts.
(2) "Apply/Not Apply": Assume Damage to the Foreign Participants on Board Happened Elsewhere Than on the Surface of the Earth and It Might Be Caused by an Explosion of the Launching Vehicle or Spacecraft. Obviously, Article III of the Liability Convention only covers damage happening between two space objects [38]. Therefore, it does not apply in this case, neither does apply Article VIII. The State of nationality could not claim compensation for the participant under the Liability Convention.

Meantime, it also offers the possibilities for the Liability Convention application in certain circumstances. Assuming a spacecraft for private spaceflight of/or registered by one State is propelled by the launching vehicle of another State, the former State might have rights to claim against the latter State when its national space tourists on board suffer damage due to the flaws of the launching vehicle or any fault which could be attributed to the latter State.

However, the applicability of the Liability Convention in the above case is still debatable, since in most occasions the former State would be considered a launching State for the spacecraft or spaceship as well as the latter State. Some commentator pointed out that "Article III of the Liability Convention clearly refers to cases where third parties are involved, so that fault-based liability cannot be applied with respect to passengers" [39]. But the Liability Convention does not articulate that fault-based liability only applies when damage happens between separated space activities. Literally, fault-based liability applies as long as damage happens between different space objects and different launching States [40].

The best solution in this colaunching situation is to settle down the rights, obligations, and liabilities specifically in a binding international agreement between the launching States. The agreement will prevail over the Liability Convention to apply among the relevant States according to Art. XXIII of the Liability Convention, which stipulates that "(1) The provisions of this Convention shall not affect other international agreements in force in so far as relations between the States Parties to such agreements are concerned. (2) No provision of this Convention shall prevent States from concluding international agreements reaffirming, supplementing or extending its provisions" [41].

(A) The Applicability to a Hybrid Spaceflight. The applicability of the claimant State will be even complicated in a hybrid launching with an aircraft and a spaceship, since an aircraft could not be defined as a launching vehicle. For instance, Virgin Galactic’s human spaceflight system consists of two vehicle types: WhiteKnightTwo and SpaceShipTwo [42].

2.2.3. General Principle of the Application of Air and Space Law. As commentators stated: "If space tourism activities are modelled on SpaceShipOne, the law governing liability will likely be determined based on whether the space vehicle is still attached to the aircraft or whether the two objects have separated. When the aircraft is attached to the suborbital vehicle, the relevant air law provisions may be applicable. …Once separated, space law, such as the Liability Convention of 1972, may apply to the suborbital vehicle using rocket propulsion for thrust. The Liability Convention would also apply to both space objects if the space capsule is launched by a rocket" [43].

2.2.4. The Applicability of the Liability Convention, Inter Alia, Articles II, III, and VIII

(1) Damage Happens on the Surface of the Earth. On this occasion, it does not differentiate from the normal private spaceflight. When damages are caused by a space object of a second or other party, both Articles II and VIII apply. Otherwise, they do not apply if the damage is not caused by a third party. It should be deemed as an “attempt” launching no matter the failure originated from the aircraft or the spaceship.

(2) Damage Happens in the Air. It brings more complications from the air. First, it might be not easy to define the applicability of the Convention when damage is caused by another space object during its reentry. Then, the launching State shall be absolutely liable for the damage caused by its space object to the aircraft in flight according to Article II of the Liability Convention [44].

But what if the first point of impact by the crash is the spaceship rather than the aircraft? Does Article III apply since it is damaged between two space objects and it happens elsewhere than on the surface of the earth? Literally, the answer is yes. “In practice, it means that an accident between two space objects which have not yet reached outer space will fall under Art. III, insofar as the conditions of Art. II are not met” [45].

However, it should not be the case. The purpose of the distinctions between application fields in the relevant articles should be examined. The dichotomy of damage fields of the Convention is to avoid a delimitation between air-space and outer space. It should not be aiming at differentiating aircraft and space object when either of them is crashed into by another space debris in the same altitude, inter ili, in airspace.

Besides, the rationale of the dichotomy of forms of liabilities should be examined. As addressed by some commentators that “the rationale for unlimited liability under the Liability Convention, which is an exception to the general rule under international law, is to enable full compensation to be made available in a situation of ultra-hazardous risk” [46]. Moreover, the rationale for absolute liability always means to protect something more valuable or deserving more attentions to protect. In this respect, an aircraft in flight with passengers on board and a spacecraft in flight in airspace with participants should not be differentiated as to the form of liability, even if the amount of participants might be much smaller than the passengers on an aircraft in short term.

Therefore, the absolute liability should apply when a space object causes damage to a spaceship carried on by an aircraft before they separate from each other. After the separation, fault-based liability applies to the damage happening to spaceship.
If the damage is not caused by a third party, air law applies before the separation. After separation, as the aforementioned, Article III only applies between two space objects; therefore, the Liability Convention does not apply under these circumstances either.

2.3. The Applicability of the Liability Convention to Private Spaceflight when the Participant Causes Damage

2.3.1. Liability Applicable Based on Damage to Another Space Object Caused by Private Spaceflight Participants under Article III of the Liability Convention

(1) Fault Liability. Article III of the Liability Convention stipulates that: “In the event of damage being caused elsewhere than on the surface of the earth to a space object of one launching State or to persons or property on board such a space object by a space object of another launching State, the latter shall be liable only if the damage is due to its fault or the fault of persons for whom it is responsible” [47].

Fault-based liability of the space objects’ launching state applies to damage caused by a space object other than on the surface of the Earth, to a space object of another launching state, or to persons or property on board such space object [48]. In this paper, the third party’s liability based on damage caused by and to another space object is discussed separately. The former has been analyzed in the above parts. This part discusses the applicability of the Liability Convention when a space object of another launching State is damaged due to the fault of the participant during a private spaceflight.

Then who shall be liable for the damage according to the Liability Convention? Launching State of the spaceship/space capsule? Registry State? Or the nationality State of the participant or all/some of them? Apparently, the attribution of the fault of persons to a launching State is the crux for the applicability of Article III in a private spaceflight.

(2) Fault Attribution: “Persons for Whom the Launching State Is Responsible”. The “persons” whose fault caused the damage might be the persons on ground who are responsible for the Telemetry, Tracking, and Command; the captain on board of the spaceship/space capsule; or any personnel thereof, including the private spaceflight participant.

However, there must still be some legal links between the launching State and the participant who causes damage. The legal recognized in Article III is to be a “persons for whom the launching State is responsible.” Therefore, if it could be proved that the launching State shall be responsible for the participant, Article III of the Liability Convention applies. That link should be discussed in two situations: a spaceship is registered and is not registered.

(A) Spaceship Registered (Jurisdiction and Responsibility). Registration of a space object builds up legal links between a launching State and the personnel thereof. Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty stipulates that: “(A) State Party to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object, and over any personnel thereof, while in outer space or on a celestial body…” Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty was not intended to exempt passengers from the jurisdiction and control of the state of registry [49].

Therefore, the question is whether “jurisdiction and control” is a sufficient reason to prove “being responsible for.” Jurisdiction means “A government’s general power to exercise authority over all persons and things within its territory” [50]. As commentators address that “(t)he jurisdiction referred to in Article VIII is quasi-territorial rather than personal in character, for it applies to not only the spacecraft but also any personnel on board, irrespective of their nationality. The quasi-territorial jurisdiction of the state of registry overrides, therefore, the personal jurisdiction of the national state, at least insofar as the power of enforcement or implementation (‘jurisdiction’)” [51].

As far as the author is concerned, “jurisdiction and control” should be taken as not only a legal resource for “being responsible for” but also the strongest one. Therefore, the Liability Convention applies when the damage to another space object is due to the fault of the participant on board, and the fault is attributed to the launching State of the spaceship which is registered by it, since it is responsible for the participant under the Outer Space Treaty.

What if the participant is not on board but is outside the spaceship, for instance, to conduct space walking, is the registry State still responsible for him/her? The answer is yes. The jurisdiction of the state of registry applies to these persons, not only when they are on board, but also when they are outside their vehicle [52]. To the extent that they are members of the crew [53] of space vehicles, the treaty envisages therefore that all persons in outer space and on celestial bodies will be subject to the quasiterриториal jurisdiction of the state of registry of their respective spacecraft, irrespective of their own nationality [54].

In fact, to be totally comprehensive, national activities should include all activities by whomsoever carried on within the jurisdiction of a state, including its territorial jurisdiction, quasiterриториal jurisdiction, and personal jurisdiction. Thus, in addition to activities carried on by a state’s nationals, wherever they may be, and those by any person within a state’s territory, one should include within the notion of “national activities” also those by, or on board, ships and aircraft of a state’s nationality, wherever these ships or aircraft may be and irrespective of the nationality of the persons involved [55].

Thus, the responsibility of the registry State for the private spaceflight participants extends into outer space. It brings another question, for how long and to what extent this responsibility exists? At least, the spaceflight contract should be taken into considerations as to define the period or scope of such responsibilities. The optimal way to clarify relevant issues is to make them clear under international space law. Otherwise, the boundary of responsibilities among the launching State, the private sector who provides spaceflight services, and the participants could only be defined in the
contract or national laws, which has no legal effect for the third party beyond such contractual or national legal relations.

The above legal links built up between a launching State and a participant are based on registration. Then what if the spaceship/space vehicle/space capsule is not registered? Does the Liability Convention still apply?

(B) Spaceship Not Registered ("National Space Activity” and Responsibility). As stated above, jurisdiction is a legal resource of responsibility. But it is not the only legal resource of responsibility. The legal links still exist between a launching State and a private spaceflight participant without registration under international space law, which could establish a “responsible” legal relation between them.

Article VI sentence 1 of the Outer Space Treaty states that State Parties shall bear international responsibility for national activities in outer space. “States Parties to the Treaty shall bear international responsibility for national activities in outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, whether such activities are carried on by governmental agencies or by non-governmental entities, and for assuring that national activities are carried out in conformity with the provisions set forth in the present Treaty” [56].

It should be noted that, literally, it only addresses the “responsible” relations between a State and space activities carried on by governmental agencies and nongovernmental entities but does not directly mention space activities conducted by persons/individuals. Some commentators hold that “non-governmental entities” include individuals. “Non-governmental entities” [57] are not directly bound by the Treaty ratified by the State, i.e., entities that are not exercising supreme State authority. These are natural and legal persons of private law, as well as universities and research organizations (even where they are run as public statutory corporations) [58].

However, Black’s Law Dictionary defines “entity” as “(A)n organization (such as a business or a governmental unit) that has a legal identity apart from its members.” Apparently, its connotation does not include individuals or natural persons, whereas, in Chinese, “实体(entity)” refers to something that exists separately from things, including humans and objects [59].

To say the least, even if the scope of space actors, who carry on space activities in Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty, does not include individuals, the participant’s activity during a private spaceflight should be deemed as part of the space activities carried on by the service provider, which might be a non-governmental entity. Then, it should be also taken as “national activities” for which a State is responsible.

Even so, it still needs further clarification to prove the applicability of Article III of the Liability Convention as to the fault attribution, in that “be responsible for national activities” is not equal to “be responsible for persons who carry on the activities.” Again, the “victims-orientated” principle reflected in the Liability Convention should be kept in mind under this circumstance. Obviously, it is not conducive to define a responsible subject/body State if one interprets it in a narrow meaning. It will generate a “legal vacuum” if claiming “responsibility for activities” could not include “responsible for whosoever carries on such activities.”

Therefore, Art. III of the Liability Convention applies when damage happens to the space object of another launching State, caused by the fault of the participant, in that the launching State shall be responsible for the participants in its “national activities,” no matter whether the participant is its nationals or foreigners.

The above “responsibility links” between a participant and a launching State need to be discussed specifically to facilitate affirming the applicability of the Liability Convention in this case.

2.3.2. Space Visa: To Better Confirm the Responsibility Relations between a State and a Participant

(1) The Launching State’s Responsibilities for Private Space-flight Participants. According to Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty, “authorization and continuing supervision” should be taken as one of the forms of the “appropriate State” to bear its international responsibility. “…The activities of non-governmental entities in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, shall require authorization and continuing supervision by the appropriate State Party to the Treaty” [60].

Authorization could always be taken as the “proof” for confirming the relations of responsibility between a State, in particular a launching State and a non-governmental entity or an individual. “The authorisation conditions can be implemented within a general legislation, often called national space legislation; but it can also be implemented by other means” [61].

In general practices, the typical tools for authorization of a launching State include granting a license for the private spaceflight, requesting insurance, etc.

Therefore, the State which issues licenses to a private spaceflight shall be responsible for the flight and the space actors, including the participants who carry on this flight, and in most occasions, this State should be defined as a launching State since it procures the launching [62].

The paradoxical question is whether “authorization” is the one of the requirements of a State’s responsibilities or a precondition to establish the relationship of responsibility between the State and the space activities it is going to authorize. The question could be reiterated as “without authorization, without responsibilities” or “responsibility means authorization of obligations”? It seems that the latter should be correct, that means the “authorization,” for instance, to issue a license, is the due obligation of a State which is responsible for a space activities or its participants.

However, this view might be improperly enlarged under general international law. “State responsibility has to be determined by general aspects of public international law, i.e. a State has jurisdiction over any activity that is carried on from its territory as well as over any activity that is carried on by its nationals (natural or juridical persons). However, many different views exist” [63].
The crucial question is whether a national State of a participant has the obligation to authorize or supervise its nationals in the spaceflight being under taken by another State or by the service provider beyond its jurisdiction. It is still an open question in international space law.

As far as the author is concerned, the answer should be no. If the answer be yes, it would bring an improper burden on the national State to authorize or supervise its national participant. For instance, it would be unnecessary for the participants to ask for permission from their national State before they participate a private spaceflight overseas.

On the other hand, in line with the principle of correspondence of right and obligation in jurisprudence, the above national State is not supposed to be responsible for its nationals during the private spaceflight, in that it is not supposed to have the right of permission for the participation of its nationals either.

(2) Space Visa: An Idea to Bring More Legal Certainties. “The space visa is apt for a variety of reasons. While it could be titled a license or permit, the analogy of the visa is particularly appropriate due to the emerging focus on space tourism and the existing parallels between space tourism and terrestrial tourism” [64]. The visa is used to control the flow of people over international boundaries and airports often serve as the border area in which passports and visas are presented. A spaceport will serve the same functions as an airport, and it, similarly, should also be treated as a boundary area for people passing into space; thus, the space visa will fit neatly into pre-existing and internationally accepted regime” [65].

Inspired by this idea, the space visa should be considered a specific legal tie between a launching State and a participant, no matter whether nationals or foreigners. As analyzed above, there are no direct or clear legal links between them, which would lead to uncertainties when the fault attribution of the participant needs to be confirmed, especially when the spaceship is not registered.

A Space visa granted by the launching State to a private spaceflight participant acts as a similar function with a license issued by the same State, which could arrange specific rights and obligations among State and spaceflight participants, such as risks allocation, safety or healthy standards, and insurance requirements. The period and scope of “responsibility” could also be articulated in such a space visa. To issue a space visa to the participant of private spaceflight could be taken as a complimenting measure for the State to implement its authorization obligation as to its national space activities.

3. Conclusion

The era of private spaceflight is coming. “The tide of space tourism waits for no law—but the rule of law must prevail in the exploration and use of outer space” [66]. Comparing with the desired final solution as to definition and delimitation of air and space and any other analogous puzzle, it is more practical and urgent to have common understanding about the existing space legal systems, such as the applicability of the Liability Convention, which is the main target of this paper and is just a preliminary endeavor to analyze the whole international law systems.

The main conclusions of this paper are as follows.

3.1. Participants Suffer Damage Caused by a Third-Party State. The Liability Convention applies to a private spaceflight participant, respectively, to nationals and foreigners, when they suffer damage on board during the spaceflight.

As to the eligible claimant State, it is no doubt that the nationality State of the victims may present claims to the launching State whose space object causes the damage. In the absence of the nationality State, the registry State of the spaceship/ space capsule/ space vehicle may present the claim instead, given the registered space object could be deemed as its quasiterritory.

If the “registration” could be interpreted to fit in the implication of “whose” in the first paragraph of Article VIII of the Liability Convention, then the registry State becomes an alternative option to State of nationality to raise claims for compensation in the first place. That interpretation should be considered, in that a larger scope of eligible claimant States is conducive to protect the interests of the victims.

If the spaceship is not registered, whether an owner State of the spacecraft could present a claim under paragraph 1 of Article VIII of the Liability Convention is uncertain. Considering the “victim-oriented principle” enshrined in the Liability Convention, the ownership State should also be granted the title of claimant State.

3.2. Participants Suffer Damage Caused by a Non-Third-Party State. If damage to the foreign participants on board happens on the surface of the earth which might be caused, for instance, by explosion of the launching vehicle or spacecraft, the nationality State of the participant could not present a claim to the launching State, in that Article II of the Liability Convention does not apply. Instead, under general international law, the nationality State could present claim to the launching State to protect its national interests.

If the damage happens to the foreign participants on board elsewhere than on the surface of the earth due to, for instance, explosion of the launching vehicle or spacecraft, Article III of the Liability Convention could apply in very limited situations, in that it only applies between two space objects. Even if a spacecraft for private spaceflight of/ or registered by one State, which could be deemed as the “procured” launching State, is carried by the launching vehicle of another State, whether Art. III of the Liability Convention applies is still uncertain in that the two States would be deemed as colaunching State of both the spacecraft and the launching vehicle.

The best solution in such colaunching situation is to settle down the rights, obligations, and liabilities specifically in a binding international agreement between the launching States.

3.3. A Hybrid Spaceflight. If damage happens on the surface of the earth, which is caused by a space object of a third-party, both Articles II and VIII apply. Otherwise, they do not apply if the damage is not caused by a third party.
If damage happens in the air, which is caused by another space object during its reentry, the launching State shall be absolutely liable for the damaged caused by its space object to the aircraft in flight. But if the first point of impact by the crash is the spaceship rather than the aircraft, Article III should not apply only because of the different crashing part, in that the allocation of absolute or fault-based liability should not be decided by contingency. The rationale for absolute liability always means to protect something more valuable or deserving more attentions to protect.

Therefore, the absolute liability should apply when a space object causes damage to a spaceship carried on by an aircraft before it separates from each other. After the separation, fault-based liability applies to the damage happening to spaceship.

3.4. Participants Cause Damage to the Space Object of a Third-Party State. The confirmation of “fault attribution,” or in other words, to confirm the legal relation of “persons for whom the launching state is responsible,” is the focus in this part.

If the spaceship is registered, the registry State should be responsible for participants thereof due to its jurisdiction. Then, Article III of the Liability Convention applies when the damage is caused by the fault of the participant.

If the spaceship is not registered, Art. III of the liability applies when damage happens to the space object of another launching State, caused by the fault of the participant, in that the launching State shall be responsible for the participants in its “national activities,” no matter the participant is its nationals or foreigners.

A nationality State of a participant should not have the obligation to authorize or supervise its nationals in the spaceflight being taken by another State or by the service provider beyond its jurisdiction, in that it would bring improper burden of the nationality State. Correspondingly, the above nationality State is not supposed to be responsible for its nationals during the private spaceflight.

3.5. Space Visa. To issue a space visa to the participant of private spaceflight could be taken as a compliment measure for the State to implement its authorization obligation as to its national space activities. And space visa should be considered a “responsibility tie” between a launching State and a participant, which could bring more legal certainties when defining the fault attribution.

The birth of private spaceflight industry may arrive in the near future. For the assured survival of the industry, it is important for an adequate body of international rules and the due legal certainties to solve liability issues so that there can be sufficient public and investor confidence in the industry. However, this must be balanced with the desire to avoid imposing too heavy a regulatory burden on start-up operators and, further, to give an unneeded incentive for the phenomenon of the flags of convenience to be replicated from maritime law to space law. Only if this balance can be achieved, can the birth and development of a private spaceflight industry be assured [67].
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